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Foreword 

This guide is aimed at the newcomer to the UK Dinghy and will hopefully allow a quick introduction 

to the set up and tuning of the boat. We are indebted to Nick Craig for putting together a practical 

tuning guide along with HD Sails for supplying  their trim matrix 
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OK Tuning Guide 

Nick Craig 

There are many ways set up an OK which are fast, one of the reasons why the OK is a great boat!  At 

the Worlds in NZ (2019), the top 20 had many different rig settings, hull shapes, rigs and sail designs 

but we were all sailing at fairly similar speeds.  So this guide is just one set of ideas – it is worth 

talking to other sailors to share more ideas and make your own choices which suit your sailing style. 

 

Static settings i.e. those adjusted on shore 

Mast foot position 

You should aim for the rudder to just have a little weather helm to generate lift off the foils.  Too 

much weather helm means you will be permanently pulling the tiller slightly towards yourself to sail 

in a straight line, so dragging the rudder through the water at an angle.  Weather helm should be 

tested with the boat sailed dead flat. 

Having measured quite a few boats at the NZ Worlds, the consensus seems to be that the ideal mast 

position is 66-68cm from the bow stem and front of the mast.  Mast rake will also affect weather 

helm so the ideal mast position will shift with different mast rakes.  I am using 67cm.   

In the Finn, it paid a lot to change mast foot position for different wind conditions and sea states.  In 

the past, I tried this extensively in the OK but with no noticeable speed difference so I have stopped 

bothering giving one less thing to think about! 

Ed Note – It is also common to use a measurement from the transom to the aft edge of the mast bearing hole 

at deck level. Typical measurements are around 3250-3270mm 

Mast rake 

There is a surprising amount of variation in mast rake in the fleet  

Rake through the fleet seems to vary between 6m05-6m20 measured from the transom with the 

main halyard in normal racing position i.e. sail just below white band.  I am working with 6m20 in 

sub-powered conditions i.e. not fully hiked and raking back to 6m15 when over-powered i.e. fully 

hiked but depowering the rig to sail flat 

In NZ, I was quick in light winds but not electric in breeze so will be trying to rake more in 15knots+.  

And hiking harder and eating more pies/beer! 

Ed Note – For more info on setting mast position and rake see article in May 2015 OKDIA Magazine by Greg 

Wilcox (http://okdia.org/features/OK-Magazine-May-2015.pdf). If you lack height put the mast more upright; 

if you lack speed try a bit more aft rake. 

Mast choice 

This is the most critical part of setting an OK up!  You ideally want a mast that is just on the stiff side 

for your weight/fitness.  A slightly stiff mast will generate power early and give you decent 

light/moderate wind speed.  In big breeze, you’ll have to work hard to hang on.  If you can’t hang on 

in big breeze or are having to drop traveller earlier than everyone else, you need a softer mast.  The 

best mast is different for every sailor.   

http://okdia.org/features/OK-Magazine-May-2015.pdf
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Upwind 

Mainsheet tension 

This is critical.  The OK is a very refined and sensitive boat, unlike the people who sail her!  She can 

be in the groove or out of it just by moving the mainsheet a couple of clicks on the ratchet.  You are 

looking for the upper leech of the main to be on the edge of hooking.  I don’t use the leech tell tales 

as they tend to only break when you are well over-sheeted so are insufficiently sensitive.  Time in 

the boat is the best way to generate a feel for correct mainsheet tension and ideally 2 boat tuning.  

Tuning gives an idea of when you are over-sheeted so you point high but lose speed and the boat 

feels a bit dead.  Under-sheeted and you will lack height which is so key in a slow boat that doesn’t 

plane upwind.   

Traveller 

I make a mark on my traveller 270mm from the edge of the side deck which is my base setting.  The 

traveller will sit on the outer edge of this line in most conditions.  In light winds (pre-hiking), I will 

pull the traveller up so the line is in the middle of the traveller car.  Dropping the traveller lower than 

the base setting is a last resort in the OK as it results in immediate height loss for little speed gain.  

So I prefer a little pinching (flat water) or cunningham (choppy water to open the upper leech) 

before dropping the traveller. 

Outhaul 

The outhaul controls fullness in the lower 1/3 of the sail and lower leech shape.  In very light winds 

the wind has little energy so won’t make it round big curves.  So I don’t ease too much outhaul or 

the sail becomes full and the wind will break off the sail too early.  In moderate winds, I will ease the 

most outhaul to generate more power and enable early hiking.  In bigger breeze, the outhaul is 

tightened to depower.  Easing outhaul also tightens the lower leech so I will use the least outhaul in 

flat water and more in chop 

Inhaul 

This controls the draft in the lower 1/3 of your sail.  More inhaul pulls fullness forward which is good 

if you want to point lower e.g. in chop.  In light winds, there is little energy in the wind so it won’t 

make it round big curves.  So in light winds, use less inhaul to flatten the luff entry and enable air 

flow to attach to your sail for longer.  When it is windier, wind will stay attached for longer around 

curves so draft naturally moves aft in your sail.  So you should use more inhaul to compensate for 

this to maintain a nice aerofoil. 

Cunningham 

I reach for cunningham later in the OK than any other boat I sail because height is so key in the OK 

upwind.  The speed gains from going a bit lower are minimal.  Cunningham opens the upper leech so 

results in a loss of height.  However, cunningham is your best friend when it is really windy as pulling 

it hard bends the top of mast and loses power high up where there is most heeling moment.  Heavy 

use of the cunningham in big breeze helps you get away with using a stiffer mast. 
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Centreboard 

You should sail with the board down unless you have overlayed a mark.  Trying to fetch or close 

reach with the board down is slow.  In many boats, raising a bit of board in big breeze pays to reduce 

drag and align the centre of effort and lateral resistance (push and pivot points) but I have not made 

this work in the OK 

Toestraps 

Perhaps surprising to see this on a tuning guide.  I think adjustable toestraps are really important on 

a hiking boat.  Having very tight toestraps in light winds enables you to lock your feet under the 

straps so feel the boat early.  The ideal base hiking position, though more painful, is pretty straight 

legs with an upright upper body.  That gives you the most gust response as you can quickly move 

from upright upper body to flat hiking.  If you are hunched, your gust response is more limited and it 

takes longer to move in when there is a lull.  Tight toestraps enable straight leg hiking and an upright 

upper body in light winds 

I then ease the toestraps as the wind increases and have a knot in my toestrap rope at the maximum 

hiking position so I know where max. hiking is to both stop me being lazy and not easing them 

enough or having the rope slip and falling out the boat! 

 

Downwind 

Centreboard 

Your centreboard should be up to the point where your boat is on the edge of rolling.  If you raise 

your board too much, your boat will start rolling which makes smooth steering hard – smooth 

steering is critical in the OK.  You will also be wasting the kinetic energy you’re generating from the 

wind if your boat is rolling around.  However, having the board down too much is extra drag. 

As your balance in the boat improves, you can raise the board further so go faster.  In training, you 

should push how far your raise the board to improve your balance.  If you don’t capsize occasionally 

in training, you are not pushing hard enough 

Kicker 

The kicker should be set so your upper leech just opening and closing.  If the leech is always open, 

use a little more kicker.  If the leech is always closed so static, use a little less kicker.   

Inhaul 

I ease the inhaul before the outhaul as this shifts the sail back along the boom resulting in it being 

higher up.  There is more wind higher up because there is resistance to the wind from waves.  A 

miniscule gain which I learnt from 3 years in a Finn! 

Outhaul 

With the inhaul eased the bottom 1/3 of the sail will already be fuller but you may also need to ease 

some outhaul to create a powerful full sail.  You should not ease too much or the sail will look more 

like a plastic bag blowing in the wind than an aerofoil. 
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Cunningham 

The cunningham should be fully eased downwind to straighten your mast and give maximum power.  

Ease the cunny before the windward mark or you risk damaging your sail as you bear off (you see 

Jim, I do look after my sails!).  You might use cunningham on a windy tight reach to dump power so 

you can sail flat and flap the main less – a flogging main is a lot of drag. 

Mainsheet 

The OK is fast when steered smoothly in time with the wind and waves.  With all this steering, you 

should be trimming the sail a lot.  The sail should rarely be static and never cleated downwind 

Steering 

With a lot of steering, you should ideally use body movement to steer rather than dragging your 

rudder around.   Body movement to steer is legitimate and constitutes good sailing under rule 42.  

However, each jury interprets this highly subjective area differently so be aware that the 

interpretation of what body movements are legal in different conditions is changeable from week to 

week. 

Summary 

At first sight, the OK is a simple boat with 1 sail and a rudder!  But there is so much more to it 😊.  I 

guess that’s why after some 28 years in the class, I still love OK sailing! 

 

Nick Craig 
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Quick Guide to Hull Shapes and Masts 

 
This guide is intended as an introduction to some of the available hulls shapes you may come across 
and to provide some basic information for the sailor new to the class. 
 

It is often said of the OK that in order of importance the key things are the sailor, the mast, the sail 
and finally the hull, but as most people will by a ‘boat’ and then change the rig over time it seems 
sensible to start with the hull. Unfortunately we cannot give any advice on buying a better sailor!  
  
Hulls   
OKs can be surprisingly long lasting and it's not unusual for an older boat to be competitive with 
newer boats when combined with a good modern rig. Indeed at the 2019 worlds the 3rd placed boat 
was 35 years old and even more incredibly a 45yr old boat was in the top twenty in the 2014 Worlds. 
In both cases they were paired with modern rigs and obviously well sailed. With it’s chined hull and 
large stiff box-like buoyancy tanks the OK is fundamentally a very stiff structure and being una-
rigged is quite lightly loaded compared to many boats and a well-built wooden boat will not suffer in 
the same way as an older polyester GRP hull  
As with many older classes, the building tolerances allow subtly different shapes to have been 
developed over the years each with their own strengths and weaknesses so the following is a 
general summary of the more common hull shapes largely taken from an article by David Carroll 
which itself drew on earlier articles. We have focused on boats from the mid 70s onwards and those 
shapes you may come across on the UK market  
 

Skinner / O’Donnell – Don O’Donnell was responsible for many of the fastest OKs in the world in the 
70s and 80s and a mould taken from an O’Donnell hull known as the Skinner/O’Donnell shape was 
used by a lot of boat builders including, Parker, JEP Marine, Omega, Rondar and Rushworth. This hull 
is characterised by its deep rocker and relatively flat sections along the whole length of the boat. It 
is generally quickest in the lighter air upwind and also down the run. It suits lighter sailors because 
it's the fine bow helps it go upwind better than a fuller section would. It does suffer a little on 
fast planing reaches yet many experienced OK sailors make this hull work well on a reach as well. 
Later Rushworth hulls to this shape won the world championship in 2003 and 2004  
 
Hoare – Bob Hoare took a mould from one of the most successful British OKs at the time, the full 
bowed K1959 and these hulls, usually with wooden decks went on to dominate the UK racing for a 
decade  
 

Icebreaker: This hull, originating from New Zealand in the 70s is a perennial favourite and variants 
are still being produced worldwide by Icebreaker boats in NZ and Idol composites in the UK with 
many other builders using this shape over the years. It gets its name from the very straight sections 
up front giving it a ‘cranked’ icebreaker bow combined with low rocker and rounded sections from 
the centreboard case backwards. The result is a hull that planes quickly yet avoids some of the 
stickiness associated with fuller bowed boats.   
 

Skipper – Developed by David Rose who built them in ply and later ply/foam/ply sandwich 
construction, with these later boats being very sought after for their longevity as well as their speed. 
The shape has fuller bows with flat aft sections and are now being produced by Synergi and the 
shape has won the world championship several times in recent years  
 

Ovington. Designed by Phil Morrison with input from several notable OK sailors, this new design is 
typically Morrison with a narrow waterline, quite a bit of rocker and round sections aft. 
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Incorporating a tapered centreboard case to reduce water volume in the case, it has proven 
extremely fast upwind and on the run, but is reputedly a bit sticky on the reaches but is proving itself 
a race winner worldwide.  
 

Hein – Not so familiar in the UK this German hull is straight down the middle of the tolerances being 
both gently rockered and round along its whole length. It is a very consistent performer over the 
whole wind range and has been sailed successfully by both heavy and light weight with this design 
having won numerous World Championships on its consistency ticket.  
 

Delfs- Originating from Sweden, this hull shape is characterised by very low rocker and full round 
sections along its whole length. This results in a fast and stable downwind hull shape that is great in 
waves. The down side is that it is 'sticky' upwind in light airs.  It is sailed by light and heavy weights 
alike and if you can get it upwind to the first mark with the leaders, they won't live with you 
downwind. Numerous builders from all over Scandinavia (and now Australia) have produced this 
shape (and derivatives) in glass with wooden decks over many, many years  
 
Leech – This recent development of the Icebreaker shape from Dan Leech of NZ was developed to 
allow home building of kit boats from laser cut plywood and is a very competitive shape with several 
in the top 10 at the 2019 Worlds in NZ with a mix of professionally built GRP and home built wood 
boats 
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Mast  
The mast is the heart of the boat and the key to everything. It should have a smooth even bend fore 
and aft with a matching sail cut to suit that bend and should be stiff enough sideways to give good 
pointing, but with a relatively flexible tip to help bleed off power when it gets windy. While the 
above description seems simple enough, discussing the finer points of mast bend have held up the 
bar for many an evening. In truth there is no single set of magic numbers that work for every size, 
shape and fitness of sailor. A hard hiking light weight may be able to carry a stiffer mast sideways 
than a larger, but less fit sailor. It is for this reason any mast described as suitable for a certain 
weight needs to be considered along with the sailor’s abilities and commitment to hike along with 
their weight. In simple terms a bigger sideways deflection helps lose power earlier upwind but be 
aware some masts can be stiff down low but very flexible high up for the same tip deflection. Typical 
sideways tip deflections are in the 210mm – 350mm range and typical bend figures at quarter height 
are 40mm (stiff) to 60mm  
The trend since carbon masts were introduced has been to have more bend below the deck and a 
straighter mast between boom and mast tip fore and aft to give a more upright mast downwind but 
still raked back upwind. Generally typical (2019) fore and aft deflections are around 500-525mm 
 
A typical method for measuring mast deflection is shown below 
 

 
 

The current favourite carbon masts are typically from Ceilidh (The Netherlands) or C-Tech (NZ) but 
the most common carbon mast in the UK is probably the Aardspar (UK) which still work well but 
typically have greater bend between the bands and are stiffer below the deck than the recent masts 
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Hints and Tips 

 

Footblock 

There are two schools of thought as to the best arrangement for the mainsheet foot block. One 

group will use a simple ratchet block at the foot combined with cleats mounted on the side deck and 

the other group favours a combined swivel jammer and ratchet. Both have their own pluses and 

minuses and it is largely down to personal preference.  

Many sailors who use the centre swivel jammer fit roller sheaves above the cleat to minimise friction 

when trimming on the run where the mainsheet is largely being pulled from directly above the 

block.  

 

Sailors using the simple ratchet block with a thin mainsheet may find the mainsheet tail gets ‘sucked’ 

into the ratchet block if a loop is allowed to fall over the leeward side of the block. A simple cure for 

this is to fit a strop with a plastic ring to prevent the tail from being caught between the block and 

mainsheet 

 

Pumping 

While strictly speaking trimming the mainsheet directly from the boom is allowed the OK rules 

prohibit pumping directly from the boom and the mainsheet must be taken through the foot block 

using at least a 3:1 purchase. This means almost all sailors trim downwind from the ratchet/foot 

block all the time and while it may seem restrictive it’s a style that suits a boat like the OK that likes 

to be sailed smoothly and at least one top sailor uses a 4:1 mainsheet without loss of downwind 

speed.  
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Control Lines 

As the control lines at the mast are not directly under the boom as in a Finn and Europe there is a 

tendency for some control lines (mainly the cunningham) to get trapped between the windward side 

of the JC strap (the shock cord that runs from bow to boom) and the mast. If this is an issue run the 

control line across the boat to the other side of the mast 

 

Centreboard 

The OK has a relatively large centreboard and while upwind most people just leave it fully down all 

the time, offwind it pays to lift the centreboard almost as high as you can or dare. This is because the 

centreboard case on the OK does not have any slot gaskets and there is a gain to be made in having 

the trailing corner of the centreboard inside the centreboard slot to minimise drag. If your boat does 

not already have a mark on the centreboard handle showing where this position it is a good idea to 

add one. This will give you a reference point to aim for when broad reaching and running but if the 

boat is starting to get unstable on a run put more board down! It’s always faster to avoid a capsize if 

you can 
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Layout 
 

Most modern layouts have all the control lines fitted above deck. This simplifies keeping the 

buoyancy tanks sealed.. The pictures below are taken from pages 18 and 19 of the 2017 class 

magazine (http://www.okdia.org/features/OK-Magazine-April-2017.pdf) 

 

 

http://www.okdia.org/features/OK-Magazine-April-2017.pdf
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HD Sails Trim Matrix – Radial Cut Design 

 

  Outhaul Inhaul Traveller Boom Height Cunningham Notes 

Very 
Light 

Tight -20mm 
boom Cl to lens 

foot seam 

Eased back 15mm 200mm to ctr of car 3 booms up   Slight heel so that chine 
unsticks 

Light 

45mm deep Eased back 15mm 250mm (flat) 
280mm (chop) 

1.5 to 2 booms   Flat to keep rudder lightly 
loaded 

Med 

80mm deep on a bit - 5mm back 
from neutral 

line running from 
track to window 

250mm (flat) 
280mm (chop) 

0 to 1 booms   Boat flatter than flat. Any heel 
encourages you to sail high 

to depower the rig and sit in a 
bit.   

Heavyish 
tight - minimal 

depth 
on enough to remove 

distortion line 
300 - 350mm 0.5 to 1 booms Off for height   

Windy 

on hard neutral 350-450mm 1 to 1.5 booms On for waves 
Off for flat 

  

 

 


